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We shall prove now 
Proposition 3. The image of cp is GI+· 
Proof. First we must determine the possible values of x in (27). 
Take again XI in Eo with Q(xi) = ±· Identify the coefficient algebra 0 with 
the subspace of Eo orthogonal to XI. The restriction of Q to 0 is equivalent 
with a multiple of the norm form of 0. Take z E R and write z in the form 
then by (25) 
e-u Z=~-2-+'YJXI +c (c E 0) 
consequently R is with respect to QI the orthogonal direct sum of a 
hyperbolic plane (spanned by (e-u) and xi) and 0. 
Now by Witt's theorem QI and xQI are equivalent if and only if the 
restrictions to 0 of Q and xQ are equivalent, or if the norm form N of 0 
is equivalent with xN. It is well-known that this is so if and only if 
x=N(ci) with c1 E 0. 
Now we shall first show that for a given x of this form there is at in H 
such that it=cp(t) EG1+ satisfies (27), with this particular x. We define 
ti(e- u) = !(x+ 1)(e -u) + (x -1)xt, 
it(Xt) =Hx-1)(e-u)+t(x+ 1)xt, 
This defines ti on the hyperbolic plane in R. Moreover on 0 we define t1 
as the left multiplication with CI, hence ti(c)=ci *c. 
It is readily seen that the ti so defined satisfies (27) and is in G1 +. 
We now must find a transformation of the form (23) or (24) inducing 
this ii on R. Now among the objets occurring in (23) or (24), £¥, a and too 
are already known. We take c=O in (23). It remains to find tn. Now 
£¥ = t(x + 1 ), a= (x -1 )x1 and ioo(xi) = !(x + 1 )xi. 
In order to determine t11 and y we apply (23)' or (24)'. 
Now if E+ and E- have the same meaning as before, we must have 
tn(Y+) o tn(Y+) = ytoo(Y+ o Y+) + !yQ(y+)(x -l)xi, 
which by J(27) gives 
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likewise 
Q(tn(Y-)) = yQ(y-). 
Moreover tn and y must also satisfy 
tn(Y+) o tn(Y-) =yc1 * (Y+ o Y-). 
Write te elements of E+ and E_ in the form a_c, a+c respectively (c E 0). 
Putting 
tn(a+c) =a+wl(c), 
tu(a-c) =a-w2(c) (c E 0), 
and using J(32) we see that the determination of t11 and y is equivalent 
to the determination of linear transformations w1 and w2 of 0 and a y E K 
satisfying 
(28) ) 
N(wi(c))=yxN(c), 
N(w2(c)) = yN(c), 
w1(c) * w2(c') =yc1 * (c * c'). 
On account of the Moufang-identities in 0 we may take 
W1(c)=C1 * C * C1, 
y=x. 
It is readily seen that (28) holds. This shows that the t1 constructed 
above is in q;(G). We observe that the t constructed with this tn and 
satisfying (18) has v(t)=x2. Using prop. 2 one sees that with the particular 
t1 used above there is a t E S, hence with v(t) = 1 such that q;(t) =t1. 
On account of what has been proved till now, it suffices to consider 
now rotations of Q1 in R and to show that any such rotation is in q;(G). 
Take an arbitrary rotation t1 of Q1 in R, we can write tr as a product 
of an even number of symmetries ([3] p. 131), 
Denote by s the transformation of R (which is Q1-orthogonal) defined by 
s(e-u) =(e-u) 
s(x)= -x (x E Eo) 
Then s2 = 1. It is clear that any symmetry s in R can also be written as 
s=ss' s, 
with a symmetry s'. 
Hence, if t1 is as above, we have 
tr=(ssl's)s2(ss3's) ... (ss2m-1s)82m=(ss1')(ss2) ... (e82m-I)(s82m)· 
Hence any rotation is a product of rotations of the form ss, where sis a 
symmetry. 
We shall prove that these special rotations are in q;(G). 
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Let s be the symmetry in R defined by the non-isotropic vector p: 
where 
R(z,p) 
s(z) =Z- R(p) p, 
R(z, p) =R(z+p) -R(z) -R(p). 
Putting p=f3(e-u)+b(b EEo) it follows that 
ss(e- u) = - ((32- Q(b) )-1((32 + Q(b ))(e- u) + 2{3((32- Q(b) )-lb, 
ss(x)=/3({32-Q(b))-l(x, b)(e-u)-(x+(f32-Q(b))-l(x, b)b) (x EEo) 
Now in order to find a t E H with tp(t) = ss, we must solve (23) or (24) 
for c, t11 andy. We take c=O, t11(y)=2by-{3y, y= -({32-Q(b)). Then a 
straightforward calculation, using J(23), shows that (23) or (24) are 
verified. 
This establishes that ss E tp(H). By what we observed above, any 
rotation is in tp(H), thus tp(H) contains G1 +. 
In order to prove, finally, that tp(H) =G1+, it suffices to exhibit an 
orthogonal transformation of Q not in tp(G). As such we may take the 
transformation s defined above. There is no difficulty in verifying (using 
prop. 2), that s <t tp(H). This finishes the proof of prop. 3. 
We make one additional remark about the last part of the proof of 
prop. 3. For the tconstructedabovewithtp(t) = ss, we haveP(t) = - (/32 - Q(b)), 
which, as easily seen, is in the class of the spinornorm n(ss) modulo 
(K*)2. Hence if t1 is an arbitrary rotation of Q1 in R and if tp(t)(t E H), 
then P(t) is in the class of the spinornorm n(h) (mod K*)2• 
Thus if P(t) = 1, then t1 must be in the reduced orthogonal group 0' of 
Q1 in R (the group of rotations with spinornorm 1). The converse is also 
true, as is easily seen. Thus we find, S denoting again the normal sub-
group of G formed by the t with P(t) = l, 
Proposition 4. tp(H n S) contains the reduced orthogonal group 0'. 
tp(H n S)jO' is isomorphic with the group of norms of the octave algebra C. 
The second assertion has been proved in the course of the proof of 
prop. 3 (first part). 
5. The affine octave plane 
We now apply the results of nr. 4 to the geometry of the octave plane. 
We begin by considering an affine plane in the octave geometry lYe. 
Hence let u* be a line in lYe. In the usual manner we get an affine 
plane by deleting the points of u*. Now it is convenient for our purposes 
to assume that u* is given by an idempotent u in A. This assumption is 
not restrictive as may be seen as follows. 
If v is nilpotent, we can change our coordinate algebra A by taking 
an element t E G, the automorphism group of the cubic form det, and 
defining a new product on the vector space A by 
t(x · y) = t(x)t(y). 
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This gives us a new algebra structure, we call the new algebra A'. Its 
unit element is e'=t(e). Defining a quadratic form Q' by 
Q'(x) = Q(t(x)), 
it is easily seen that A' possesses the properties (1), (2) and (3), hence 
by the results of J, it is a Jordan algebra of Hermitian 3 x 3-matrices 
over a composition algebra, and from theorem 1 it follows that this 
composition algebra is 0. Now if v2=0 is nilpotent in A, we can choose 
a t such that v is idempotent in A' (up to a factor). It suffices to exhibit 
a t such that (t(v))2*0. This can be done as follows. Take a primitive 
idempotent u in A with uv=O (v exists by lemma 3 of J). Decompose A 
with respect to u. Using the notations of nr. 4, we see that v lies in the 
space R. Take a rotation t1 in R, transforming u into a vector u1 which 
is not in Eo. By prop. 3, t1 can be extended to an element t of G, which 
has the required property. The change of A can be interpreted as a change 
of coordinates. 
So let u* be a line in PJJa with u primitive idempotent, let d be the 
affine plane obtained by deleting the points of u*. We decompose A 
with respect to u and use the same notations as before. By (17) the points 
of A are in a 1-1-correspondence with the elements of A of the form 
(29) p(y)=u+tQ(y)(e-u)+y o y+y, 
where y is arbitrary in E1. We identify the points of d with the p(y). 
Now lett be a transformation ofG leaving u* invariant (as a whole). Then 
t has the form (23) or (24). It follows immediately that t induces in d 
the transformation t* given by 
t*p(y) = p(y-l(tn(y) +c)). 
Now consider the t's E G which leave all points of u* invariant. They have 
the form (26). It follows immediately that they induce in A the trans-
formations of rhe form 
(30) t*p(y) = p(yy +c), 
withy is arbitrary * 0 inK, and c arbitrary in E1. 
From this one derives immediately that in PJJa the following axiom 
is verified 
(IV) There is a collineation of PJJa leaving the points of a given line invariant 
and transforming a given point not on the line into another given 
point not on the line into another given point not on the line and 
without invariant points outside of l. 
It is well-known that such a collineation is unique. This follows from 
the axioms (I) and (II) given in nr. 3 (see[3], p. 55). 
Axiom (IV) states that all a:ffuie planes in PJJ a are translation planes in 
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the sense of [2]. It is known that (IV) implies the "harmonicity" of the 
geometry. This will be considered in the next nr. 
We now consider the collineations i= identity of &Jc leaving invariant 
all points of u* (the points at infinity of d). They induce transformations 
in d, which are of two types: the translations, not possessing invariant 
points, and the dilatations possessing exactly one invariant point (see 
[3], p. 85, our terminology is somewhat different!). 
Proposition 5. The translations of d have the form r:p(y) =p(y+c) 
(c E E1), the dilatations of d with invariant point p(O) have the form 
r:p(y)=p(yy)(y EK, yi=O). 
Proof. The first assertion follows from what has been proved above, 
taking into account the unicity of a translation sending a given point of 
d into another given point. 
Now consider a dilatation r: of d with invariant point p(O). 
Let p(y) be a point A, let Ty be the translation of A sending p(O) into 
p(y). Then r:p(y)=nyp(O)=nyr:-lp(O). Thus, if r:p(y)=p(w(y)), we have 
Tw(y) =TTyr:-1, which implies that w is an additive mapping of E1 onto E1. 
Now the line through p(O) and p(y) (if yi= 0) is (p(O) x p(y))* = (u x p(y))*, 
the point at infinity of this line is (ux(uxp(y)))*. Using (4) and the 
definition (29) of p(y), one sees that this point is (!Q(y)(e-u)+iY o y)*. 
Since a dilatation leaves invariant the points at infinity, we must have 
w(y) o w(y) =l(y)y o y (J.(y) E K), which implies by the corollary to prop. 3, 
that w(y) =AY (J. E K, li=O). This finishes the proof. 
It follows that the group generated by the translations and dilatations 
in just the group of transformations of the form (30). 
Next we shall consider the relation of A with the Moufang-plane ...It 
over 0 ([10]). This is defined as follows. The points of ...It are the pairs 
of elements (c, c')(c, c' E 0), the lines of ...It are sets of points whose 
coordinates (c, c') satisfy an equation of the form c =a* c' + b or c' =a, 
a and b being given elements in 0. 
That the axioms of an affine geometry are verified follows from the 
alternativity of 0 (more in particular from the Moufang relations). 
Theorem 3. dis isomorphic with the Moufang plane ...II. (This was 
proved by P. JoRDAN for the case of the classical octaves in [9]). 
Proof. We decompose E1 into the sum of two subspaces E+ and E-, 
as in the proof of prop. 3. Then, using the same notations as in that 
proof, we can write any y E E1 in the form y=a+c+a-c'(c, c' E 0), hence 
we can associate with the point p(y) of d the pair (c, c'). We call c and c' 
the coordinates of p(y). It remains to show that the lines in d are 
described as the lines in ...It. Now it suffices to consider the lines in d 
passing through p(O), since any line can be transformed into one through 
p(O) by applying a translation sending (c, c') into (c, c' +d) with suitable 
d EO. 
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Now the line in .91 through p(O) and p(y) has point at infinity 
(iQ(y)(e-u)+i(y o y))*, as we saw above, hence this line is uniquely 
determined by yo y. First assume that Q(y) =1- 0, then Q(y o y) = iQ2(y) =1- 0. 
It follows that the line through p(O) and p(y) consists of the points p(z) 
such that 
(31) z o z=Q(z)(Q(y))-l(y o y). 
Put Q-1(y)y=tXXl+d(tX EK, d EO), put z=a+c+a-c' (c, c' EO). 
Substituting this into (31) we find, using J(27), (32), 
~ (Q(a-c)- Q(a+c)) =tX(Q(a-c') +tXQ(a+c)) 
( iQ(e)(c * c') = (Q(a-c') + Q(a+c))d, 
(e denoting the unit element of 0). 
From the second relation we derive by right multiplication with c' 
!Q(e)N(c')c= (Q(a_c') + Q(a+c))d * c', 
hence c is a scalar multiple of d * c', and from the first relation follows 
that this multiple is independent of c and c', hence 
(32) c=d' * c' 
with a d', depending only on y, thus on the line through p(O) and p(y). 
The argument may be reversed, this shows that all points p(z) with 
coordinates (c, c') satisfying (32) satisfy (31). 
Now if Q(y) = 0, a similar argument leads to the same conclusion. 
Hence the points on a line through (0, 0) are exactly those whose 
coordinates satisfy a relation of the form (32). 
Consequently, if we associate with the point of .91 with coordinates 
(c, c') the point of Jt with coordinates (c, c'), we get an isomorphism of 
.91 onto Jt. 
6. Harmonicity and the fundamental theorem of projective geometry for &lc. 
It is well-known that a projective plane satisfying axiom (IV) and 
with characteristic =1- 2 is harmonic, i.e. that the theorem of the complete 
quadrilateral holds. For the convenience of the reader we shall give a 
proof. We need the following result 
Proposition 6. Suppose that &1 is a projective plane satisfying (IV). 
Then if l is a line in &1 and if p and q are two distinct points not on l, there 
is a unique involution (collineation with order 2} leaving l pointwise fixed 
and transforming p into q. If the characteristic of &1 is =1- 2, then there is 
exactly one point not on l invariant under this involution. 
Proof: It follows from axiom IV that the points of the affine plane 
in &1 with l as line at infinity may be identified with the elements of a 
vectorspace over an associative field K. This is contained in the results 
of [3], Ch. II. The vectors are in a 1-1-correspondence with the trans-
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lations of the affine plane, the field is found from the dilatations. The 
vector space is unique once its zero vector is given. Now if the charac-
teristic of K is 2, the translation sending pinto q satisfies our requirements. 
If this characteristic is not 2, we first take the origin of our vector space 
such that p and q correspond with opposite vectors, and then define 
the involution as the transformation corresponding to minus the identity 
of the vector space. This involution has an invariant point not on l. 
The other assertions follow from the fact that a collineation of the affine 
plane leaving invariant two distinct points is the identity. 
Proposition 7. If f!lJ is a projective plane satisfying (IV) with 
characteristic ¥= 2, then f!lJ is harmonic, i.e. the theorem of the complete 
quadrilateral holds. 
Proof. We must show that if p1, p2, P3 are three distinct points on 
a line of P, the point p4 constructed by means of a complete quadrilateral 
(see figure l), is independent of the particular quadrilateral. We assert 
that P4 is characterized by the following property: if a is any involution 
leaving a line l through P3 pointwise invariant with ap1 = p2, then 
ap4 = P4· This of course implies prop. 7. Thus let l be a line through P3· 
Take two distinct points p and q on l (see fig. l}. Since p and q are 
1 
p 
invariant under a~, we have a(p1q) = p2q, a(p2q) = p1q, hence since 
a(pp1) = pp2, a(pp2) = pp~, a(q1) = q2. Thus a(q1q2) = q1q2. Since a(p1p2) = p1p2, 
we see that the point of intersection P4 of P1P2 and q1q2 is invariant 
under a. Then P4 is independent of p and q for a given l. Now if l' is a 
second line through P3 and if a' is the corresponding involution, we take 
a collineation -r leaving PlP2 pointwise fixed such that -rl=l' (-r exists on 
account of axiom (IV)). Then a'= -ra-r-1. Hence if p4' ¥= P3 lies on P1P2 
and if a'(p4') =p4', we have also ap4' =p4', thus p4' coincides with P4· 
This proves our assertion. 
Corollary. If Pl and p2 are the points p(y1), p(y2) of the affine octave 
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plane and if Pa is the point at infinity of the line throU(Jh Pl and p2, then 
P4 is P(!(Yl +y2)). 
This follows easily from the characterization of harmonic points given 
in the proof and from the properties of A. 
The harmonicity is related to the validity of the "little" Desargues 
and also to the validity of axiom (IV). However, we do not need this 
(details are in [ll]). By prop. 7, the plane flJJo is harmonic. We want 
to study the harmonicity more detailedly,in this case, we take again an 
affine octave planed and use the notations of nr. 5. Take a line lin flJJo 
through p(O). Assume that Q(y)-=/= 0 for a p(y) on l (this can always be 
achieved by a change of our coordinate algebra A as explained in the 
beginning of nr. 5). It then follows as in the proof of theorem 3, that if 
X!=(Q(y))-l(y o y), the point at infinitely of l is (e~u +x1)* and that 
the p(z) on l are those with 
(32) z o z=Q(z)xl. 
Now using J(24), we see that this implies 
(33) 
conversely if this is so, J(23) gives (32). 
Hence, E+ denoting as usual the subspace of E1 formed by the z 
satisfying (33), we see that the points of l may be described by the 
elements of E+. Let 0 be the subspace of Eo orthogonal to x1, we identify 
0 with the underlying octave field. Since the vectors of E+ may be written 
in the form a-c with c E 0, a_ fixed in E-, we see that the points of l 
correspond to the elements of 0. 
In the usual manner we adjoin an element co to 0. Let 0' be the · 
extended 0. The points of the projective line associated with l correspond 
to the elements of 0', let n( c) be the point corresponding to c E 0'. 
Thus, if c E 0, 
n(c) = p(a-c). 
Now consider as in nr. 4 the group G of all linear transformation of A 
leaving the cubic form det invariant. Let H' be the subgroup of G formed 
by the transformations leaving the line l invariant as a whole. The 
structure of H' has been described in nr. 4. However, there the line 
corresponding to l was the line at infinity, whereas now we want to 
describe the action induced by H' on l in terms of the c E 0', parametrizing 
l. But it is not difficult to derive from the results of nr. 4 the informations 
which we want to obtain. The result is 
Proposition 8. The group r of transformations of l induced by the 
elements of H' is generated by the transformations of the form c -i>- c+d(d E 0), 
c -i>- de, c -i>- cd (d E 0, d -=1= 0), c -i>- c-l(c E 0'). 
From prop. 3 it follows on the other hand, that r is isomorphic with 
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the group of proper similarities of the form Q1' (considered there), taken 
projectively. 
It is well-known that in the case of a projective plane over e.g. a 
commutative field a result similar to prop. 8 holds (G being replaced by 
a general linear group). There this means simply that the group of 
projectivities of a projective line is generated by transformations of the 
same form as those of prop. 8. Prop. 8 gives a generalization of this result 
to the case of the octave plane. 
Proof. We use the same notations as above. Thus we identify the 
finite points of l with the p(a-c) = n(c) (c E 0). It is clear that p(y) -+ 
p(y+a--d) (dE 0) is a translation in A leaving l invariant, hence is 
induced by an element of H'. On l this translation induces n(c) -+ n(c+d). 
In order to proceed with the proof of prop. 8, we have to give a 
connection with the description in nr. 4 of the group H. The line lis the 
line (6 -;u -x1)* (as is readily seen). Put u' =i(e-u)-xl. 
The space Eo' formed by the x E A with u' x = 0, ( e, x) = ( u', x) = 0 is 
spanned byE+ and xl'=i(e-3u)+!xl (Q(xl')=!). 
Let R' be the 10-dim. subspace of A spanned by e- u' and E1', let Q1' 
be the quadratic form on R' defined by 
(x' E Eo'). 
By prop. 3, H' induces on R the group (G1 )+of proper similarities of Q1'· 
We have already shown that there exists for given d E 0 a y E r with 
yn(c)=n(c+d) (cEO). 
Next we show that there is a y E r with 
(34) yn(c)=n(A.c-1) (c E 0'), 
with a suitable A.,pO in K. 
In order to do this we must exhibit an element t in (G1')+ inducing 
on l the transformation (34). 
Write the elements of R' in the form 
and define tl by 
(35) 
(where c -+ c is the involution in 0). 
h is a rotation of Q1' in R', hence is induced by an element t of H'. 
Now the point n(c)=p(a-c) of l (cEO) is given by (29) (with y=a-c). 
This gives, replacing u and x1 by u' and x1', and using J(27), 
n(c) = i(l + Q(a-c))(e-u') + (Q(a-c) -l)x1' +a-e. 
Then hn(c) = t(l + Q(a-c))(e-u')- (Q(a-c) -l)x1' +a-C. It is easily verified 
that hn(c)=Q(a-c)n(A.c-1) with A.,pO inK. This means that tl induces on 
7 Series A 
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the line l of A the transformation n(c)--+ n(Jc-1). One verifies in a similar 
manner that n(O) and n(CXJ) are interchanged. This proves the existence 
of a y of the form (34). 
Next we assert, that for given d #- 0 in 0 there is a y E r with 
yn(c) =n(dc). 
This is proved in a similar manner (an analogous result was established 
in the proof of prop. 3). Also there is ayE r with yn(c) =n(cd). Nowifyis 
arbitrary in r, we first can achieve, by composing y with a translation 
and a transformation of the form (34), that y(O)=O,y(CXJ)=CXJ. 
Since y(0)=(6 --;u' -x1')*, y(CXJ)=(6 --;u' +x~')*, this implies that the 
similarity t inducing y leaves E+ invariant. The restriction of h to E+ 
is determined by a proper similarity of 0, which can be generated by 
left- and right-multiplications (this follows from the results in [7]). 
This finishes the proof of prop. 8. 
Above, ·we saw how to describe the points of a line in &c by means 
of elements of 0'. We cari now give the algebraic translation of the 
geometric property of harmonicity. We use the same notations as before. 
Proposition 9. Let n(a), n(b), n(c) be three distinct points of l. The 
fourth harmonic point n(d) is determined by (a-.,.d)-1+(b-d)-1=2(c-d)-1. 
Proof. If c=CXJ, then this gives d=f(a+b). This is the corollary to 
prop. 7. Now let (n(a), n(b)), (n(c), n(d)) two harmonic pairs of points of l. 
Then on account of the geometric description of harmonicity, for each 
y E F we have that (yn(a), yn(b)), (yn(c), yn(d)) are two harmonic pairs 
of points. Thus by prop. 8, (n(a-d), n(b-c)) and (n(c-d), n(O)) are so, 
and likewise (n((a-d)-1), n((b-d)-1)), (n((c-d)-1, n(CXJ)). This implies our 
assertion by our first remark. 
We want to apply the preceding results is the proof of the fundamental 
theorem of projective geometry for f!/Jc. For this we need one more result, 
an analogue for octave fields of a well-known theorem of HuA ([3], p. 37). 
Proposition 10. Let t be an additive isomorphism of the octave field 
0 over K onto the octave field 01 over K 1 such that t( e) = s1 ( e, e1 denoting 
unit elements) and that t(c-1) = (t(c))-l(c #- 0). We assume that the charac-
teristic of K and K1 is #- 2. Then t induces an isomorphism a of K onto 
K1, t is a-semilinear and if N and N1 are the norm forms of 0 and C1, we 
have N1(t(x))=a((N(x)). Moreover, 0 and 0 1 are isomorphic. 
Proof. From c-(c-1+(e-c-1)-1)-1)=c2(c EO, c¥:-0, e) it follows that 
t(c2)=(t(c))2. Hence t(cd+dc)=t(c)t(d)+t(d)t(c). Apply this with 
d=Ae(A E K). We obtain 
(36) 2t(Jc)=t(Je)t(c)+t(c)t(k), 
from which we derive by squaring 
(37) (t(Je)t(c))2 + (t(c)t(Je))2 = 2t(A2c2). 
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Calculating (t(A.s)t(c)- (t(c)t(A.s))2 one finds, using (37), that this is zero. 
Hence 
t(c)t(A.s) =t(A.s)t(c), 
thus t(A.s) is in the center of 01, hence 
t(A.s) = a(A.)s~, 
where a is an additive mapping of K into K~, satisfying a(A.-1)=(a(A.))-1. 
By Hua's theorem, applied to K and K 1, we find that a is an isomorphism 
of K into K 1• Then (37) implies (since the characteristic is ¥= 2) 
t(A.c) = a(A.)t(c), 
showing the semi-linearity of t. 
Now, N(c, d) denoting the bilinear form associated with the quadratic 
form N (similar notation for N1) we have for c E 0 1 
c2- N(c, s)c + N(c)s = 0. 
Applying t we find, using the preceding results, 
(a(N(c, s))- N1(t(c), s))t(c) = (a(N(c)) -N1(t(c))s. 
For c and s linearly independent this is only possible if N1(t(c))=aN(c), 
for c = A.s the same is true. It follows easily that a maps K onto K1. 
The last assertion follows from the fact that an octave algebra is 
determined by its norm form up to isomorphism. 
Theorem 4 (fundamental theorem of projective geometry). Let A and B 
be two Jordan algebras of Hermitian 3 x 3-matrices over fields K and L 
with as coefficient algebras the octave fields 0 and D, let detA and detB denote 
the cubic forms associated with A and B. Let f!i'c and f!i'D denote the projective 
planes defined by detA and detB. If r is a collineation of f!i'c onto f!i'D, then 
there is an isomorphism a of K onto L and a a-semilinear transformation 
t of A onto B, satisfying detB(t(z))=cxa(detA(z)) with cx¥=0 inLand inducing 
r in f!i'c. 
Proof. Let l be a line in f!i' c, let m = rl be the corresponding line in f!i' D· 
Describe the points of l and m by elements of the extended fields 0' and D'. 
On account of the geometric properties of r it is clear that r carries 
harmonic points of l into harmonic points of m. Let n(c), (n1(d)) denote 
the points of l(m) corresponding to c E O'(d ED'). By composing r with 
a suitable collineation of f!i'D, leaving m invariant and induced by a linear 
transformation of B leaving detB invariant up to a factor, we can achieve 
thatrn(O) = n1(0}, rn(s) =n1(s1), rn(N) =n1(cv)(s1, cl denoting unit-elements 
of 0 and D). Put rn(c) =n1(t(c)). On account of the invariance of harmon-
icity we find from prop. 9 that 
t(i(c + c')) =it( c)+ it(c'), 
t(c-1) = (t(c))-1 
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Since t(O) = 0, t satisfies the assumptions of prop. 10, hence t defines an 
isomorphism a of K onto L and 0 is isomorphic with D. This implies 
that we can find a a-semilinear isomorphism of A onto B, sending detA 
into detB. 
Composing r with a collineation induced by such an isomorphism, we 
can restrict ourselves to the case that &c=f!JJD and that r determines 
a one to one mapping of l onto m == al, induced by a transformation of G, 
the group of all linear. transformations of A leaving detA invariant up 
to a factor i= 0. 
Composing r with a suitable translation and a suitable element of G, 
we can get a r leaving l pointwise invariant. But then r is a product of a 
translation and a dilatation, both of which are induced by an element 
of G (prop. 5). 
This establishes our assertion. 
Corollary. The collineation-group of &cis isomorphic with the quotient 
of the group of semi-linear transformations t of A over K satisfying 
detAt(z)=!Xa(detA(z)) with IXi=O (where a is the automorphism of K belonging 
to t), modulo the normal subgroup formed by the scalar multiples of the 
identity. 
This follows from Theorem 4, taking into account that a t inducing 
in &c the identity is a scalar multiple of the identity (which follows from 
the Corollary to prop. 2). 
7. A characterization of the projective octave planes. 
It is of some interest to notice the following axiomatic characterization 
which on account of known results is a direct consequence of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 5. Let f!JJ be a projective plane satisfying axioms (I), (II), 
(III), (IV) and of characteristic i= 2,3. Then either f!JJ is desarguian or f!JJ 
is a projective octave plane. 
Proof. By results of Andre, Lenz and Skornyakov (see [2], p. 177), 
an affine plane f!JJ of characteristic i= 2 is a Moufang plane if the corre-
sponding projective plane possesses a collineation which does not leaved 
invariant. This is obviously the case for any affine plane in our f!JJ. Thus 
any affine plane in £J is a Moufang plane. If f!JJ is non desarguian it follows 
from Theorem 3 that f!JJ is isomorphic with a &c. 
Theorem 5 gives a satisfactory characterization of the projective octave 
planes, together with Theorem 4 this leads to an axiomatic characterization 
of the groups of the type E 61 occurring here. We see that the relation of 
E 61 with the octave planes is completely analogous to the relation of the 
special linear groups in 3 variables with the desarguian projective planes. 
It must be remarked that the proof of Theorem 5 is rather roundabout. 
It would be interesting t? have a more direct proof of this theorem. 
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